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Outline of the presentation
Background:
In the digital cross-media environment it is assumed that audiences not merely can – but also should –
participate in journalism as actively as possible. But do newsrooms want their audiences to participate?
This presentation aims to give a brief historical background of how media organisations have thought about
their recipients before and during digitalisation.
Key concepts:
While there may be many ways how active audiences may contribute to journalism, one of them is media
accountability. The concept denotes “voluntary or involuntary processes by which the media answer
directly or indirectly to their society for the quality and/or consequences of publication”.
At the level of news practices, media accountability may be pursued by “actor transparency” (telling who
journalists are), “production transparency” (telling what journalists do at the moment), and
“responsiveness” (correcting errors, answering to questions and criticism).
Recommendations:
Rather than taking ‘audience participation’ in journalism for granted, we should think thoroughly where
and how it may contribute to public communication. One of such areas may be media accountability. If
news organisations became more transparent about what they are doing, people would have opportunities
to better evaluate the quality and ethical standards of journalism. This would not automatically make
citizens trust in journalism, but it may pave way towards that objective.
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